CLASSIFICATION OF EXPLOSIVES
(FIRST REVISION)

Based upon a request by Diamondback Industries, P.O. Box 281, 3824 Williamson Road, Crowley, TX, the following items are classed in accordance with Section 173.56, Title 49, Code of Federal Regulations (49 CFR). A copy of your application, all supporting documentation and a copy of this approval must be retained and made available to DOT upon request.

U.N. PROPER SHIPPING NAME AND NUMBER:
Cartridges, oil well, UN0278

U.N. CLASSIFICATION CODE: 1.4C

REFERENCE NUMBER
EX2006110356

PRODUCT DESIGNATION/PART NUMBER
P/N's HDO-1500-100, HDO-1687-100, HDO-2125-200, HDO-2500-200, HDO-3500-100, HDO-3500-200, HDO-3625-100, HDO Family of Power Charges, P/N HDO-2687-100 representing Maximum Parameters

NOTES:
The following packaging is assigned: Inner Packaging - Bags, static-resitant plastic or foil-craft, each containing one cartridge. Outer Packaging - UN 4G fiberboard box, each containing not more than ten (10) inner packagings.

DATED: November 21, 2008

Approved by:

[Signature]

Theodore L. Willke
Associate Administrator
for Hazardous Materials Safety